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HIS WEEK’S ANALYSIS:
he Radical Agendas Heading Our Way
he Dark Side of the NRA
he Covid Mandate Battle is Not Yet Over
iden’s Lies Almost as Big as George Santos’
ews Shorts
reparedness Tip: Chaparral

HE RADICAL AGENDAS HEADING OUR
AY

merica is being dragged down by over 100
ears of creeping socialism. Socialists didn’t
eally try to get Americans to buy into the full
ocialist agenda where the government owns all
he means of productions, like steel and oil
ndustries, public transportation, collective farms,
tc. that have been such abject failures in every
ountry they have been tried, including the
oviet Union;

nstead we have been beset with Fabian
ocialism, where they allow private property but
he state regulates it to restrict what you can do
ith “your” property and they tax property and

ncome to finance all the socialist programs for
enefits to the “poor” or “healthcare for all.” But
ven this process has been slow despite the
illions who love the redistribution of wealth

romised by socialism–thanks to vigorous
pposition by conservatives who value the free
arket more than government handouts.

ut all that is changing now that public schools
nd universities are busy churning out young
ocialists; and Democrat and RINO Republican
eaders are in charge of our former Republic—
ow turned mostly into a raw democracy.
adical things are about to happen in taxing the

ich, denying white people employment, gun
ontrol, and stacking the judiciary with radical
eftists intent on overturning the few
onstitutional restrictions that remain to protect

our rights. And worst of all there is a pernicious
public-private secret partnership going on
between the Pentagon and the DOJ with big tech,
like Google and Amazon that will shock you, and
censorship is only a part of it. This week, I will
showcase several examples for you to see where
this is heading.

Let’s begin with the secret relationship between
Big Tech and the federal government. In past
briefs I have covered how the government put up
secret and not-so-secret seed money for some of
the biggest startups like Google, Facebook, and
Amazon. I have also covered the relationship
between Facebook for censorship and Amazon
that runs the biggest cloud internet data storage
system in the world, including for the US
government.

Glenn Beck recently had Amy Sterner Nelson on
his “Targets of Tyranny” show last year, where
she exposed how Amazon got the DOJ to use
civil forfeiture to go after all their bank accounts,
without charging them with a single crime.
Amy’s husband worked for Amazon’s cloud
division at one time as a real estate agent where
he and his company scouted out sites all over the
country for these data centers, worth millions. He
was no longer working for Amazon when the
FBI came in and raided all their accounts.

They ended up selling their home in Seattle and
borrowing whatever funds they could from
family and friends to hire lawyers to find out
why the DOJ was doing this. The FBI then even
raided her legal teams’ trust account taking the
money they had given their attorneys for legal
work. When they found out that Amazon was
behind this financial attack, the Nelson’s had
their attorneys reach out to Amazon for answers.
Strangely, Amazon’s attorney said they would
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only talk to the Nelsons if Amy’s husband first
pleaded guilty to a felony!

That wasn’t going to happen, so in the Nelson’s
civil case they brought against Amazon and the
government, through the discovery process, they
were able to finally get to the bottom of this.
They even got copies of all the incriminating
emails between Amazon and personal friends in
the Department of Justice, showing a pattern of
illegal conspiracy and collusion to get Amy’s
husband for something that had nothing to do
with.

You need to actually hear this account in detail in
the video recording of Beck’s interview with
Amy but apparently Amazon had never paid the
real estate development firm they hired to do all
this data center development, which Amy’s
husband worked for on behalf of Amazon.
According to Amy, Amazon owed the company
$60M and by contract was liable for a $100M
default judgment if they refused to pay. Amazon
could only escape the default judgment if they
could find someone in the company guilty of a
felony. That target was Amy’s husband. Glenn
explains that,

Since sharing her story with Glenn’s
audience, Amazon’s dark practices seemingly
have only gotten worse. She joins Glenn in-
studio to detail the latest developments,
explaining just how deep Amazon’s
partnerships with our federal government
run. But it’s not just Amazon, Amy explains.
It’s ALL of Big Tech, and their partnerships,
their corruption, and their scare tactics are
something we should ALL be terrified of.

Even if you have to delay seeing this video
interview in the link above until after you’ve
finished the Brief, don’t miss it. Our
understanding of the Deep State must include
collusion with Big Tech.

New Radical Wealth Tax Being Proposed in
California: Leave it to California to lead the way
on every radical idea. John Seiler writing for the
Epoch Times calls it the “Nuttiest Idea Yet,” but
California Democrats are so hungry for tax
money to pay for all the massive benefits they
are shoveling out the door to illegal immigrants,
public schools and universities of indoctrination,
and welfare recipients that they are desperate to
tax the rich. This is inevitable because in a raw
democracy it’s too unpopular politically to tax
the general public who can vote you out of
office.

Actually these ever-increasing taxes have been
going on in California for decades, driving some
of the wealthy and even some big companies out
of the state. This new bill is meant to capture that
wealth even after it’s escaped the clutches of the
California tax collectors. You will be shocked at
the audacity of these radicals, or maybe you
won’t.

It’s getting more dangerous to make money
and create jobs in California. Under
Assembly Bill 259, by Assemblyman Alex Lee
(D-San Jose) the state would “impose an
annual tax at a rate of 1.5 percent of a
resident of this state’s worldwide net worth”
in excess of $1 billion starting in 2024.
Starting in 2026, the threshold would drop to
just $50 million of worth, taxed at 1 percent.

And if this idea is allowed by the courts, you can
see the California Assembly lowering the
threshold every few years, especially as the super
rich exit the state, as they did in the UK prior to
Margaret Thatcher when the tax rate for the
super wealthy was above 80%.

Note it’s a “worldwide” tax. So property [of
California residents] in other states or
countries would be taxed. That would be a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzg4roqawbY
https://www.theepochtimes.com/new-wealth-tax-could-be-californias-nuttiest-idea-yet_5021872.html
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headache right there. How does one assess
value in another country, with different
systems of valuation, even different
languages?

AB 259’s language says the tax would be
imposed for an asset sale “at any time within
the past 10 years … the taxpayer shall report
the valuation” to the Franchise Tax Board
(FTB). This apparently means the taxpayer
would be liable for such transactions even if
he left the state, until the 10 years of
“valuation” eventually expired.

That would amount to an ex-post facto law,
which is unconstitutional, at least under current
case law.

The tax would be on top of the current 13.3
percent top state income tax rate, the highest
in the country.

And get this. AB 259’s administrative costs
alone would start at $300 million a year, then
be “adjusted the second year for inflation
using the California Consumer Price Index.”
Plus another $100 million a year for the next
three years, also adjusted for inflation. That
comes to $600 million, plus inflation, just to
grab the taxes.

No doubt AB 259 would be challenged in
court. But the FTB has a history of harsh
litigation, as in the nearly three-decades-long
case it ran against microchip inventor
Gilbert Hyatt after he moved to Nevada to
avoid California’s high taxes.

Actually, he just rented a place in Nevada and
declared it as his permanent residence in order to
evade taxes in California, even though he still
lived there most of the year.

AB 259 has been joined by similar proposed
new tax laws in seven other states, all blue
(Democratic) states, of course: Connecticut,
Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New
York and Washington. The anomaly is
Washington, which currently boasts no state
income tax.

But that’s why Washington is hungry for other
tax revenue like this. Remember that the
productive class always ends up paying for other
people’s socialist benefits. And as government
regulations and taxes strangle the productive
middle class, they turn to the wealthy to pluck.

The idea of the states colluding like this is to
prevent tax refugees from taking advantage
of the low taxes in other states. The general
movement is of tax refugees is to go to low-
tax red states. That can be seen in the recent
reshuffling of congressional districts, in
which California and New York lost one
each, while Florida gained one and Texas,
two.

NY and California should have lost more seats
had they not colluded with the federal Census
Bureau to fudge the census numbers, as I covered
in a prior brief. For political reasons California
Gov. Gavin Newsom is opposed to this particular
tax increase because he doesn’t want to be seen
as a tax-hiker before an expected presidential
bid, if Biden is sidelined.

But Assemblyman Alex Lee keeps pushing AB
259 and similar bills every year, so eventually a
CA governor is going to back it. If it ever passes,
it would drive even more of the wealthy from the
state. And, don’t think it’s just California. Every
state that keeps spending more than they rake in
from taxes has to eventually target the rich for
more money.
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Radicals on the Bench
While mostly mainstream Republican jurists
were put on the bench by President Trump,
Obama filled the various judicial openings on
appellate courts with Leftists. But the slate being
proposed by Biden’s team is so radical that it is
an affront to reason. They need radical judges so
the kinds of unconstitutional policies and laws
that I am describing can get past the courts.

Biden has just nominated Nancy Abudu, the
radical Leftist Lawyer from the Southern Poverty
Law Conference for the 11th circuit Court of
Appeals. The Daily Signal of the Heritage
Foundation reports on just how radical she really
is.

President Joe Biden tapped Nancy Abudu,
deputy legal director at the Southern Poverty
Law Center, for the 11th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, and the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee will consider her nomination
Thursday.

Committee member Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas,
slammed Abudu as “entirely unfit to serve”
and as a “partisan activist,” as demonstrated
by her affiliation with the SPLC.

Sen. Ted Cruz told The Daily Signal, “Nancy
Abudu’s extremist views permeate every facet
of her career as she and the SPLC actively
work to denounce and demean conservatives,
religious organizations, and even sitting
members of the Judiciary Committee.”

The SPLC is paid millions by government to put
out “hit lists” of “Right-wing extremists” to law
enforcement each year. I was once on their list,
but was dropped after I was labeled merely a
“cautious conspiracist,” a kind of back-handed
compliment by the staffer who interviewed me
by phone.

“If Democrats were actually interested in
assessing her ability and fitness to serve as a
judge, her nomination vote would be 0-100,”
Cruz added. “She is entirely unfit to serve the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals.”

Who is Nancy Abudu? -The daughter of
immigrants from Ghana... Abudu helped
challenge Arizona’s felon voting rights
restoration law in 2009, and she represented
the League of Women Voters of Florida in a
lawsuit challenging Florida’s redistricting
plan in 2016. The courts ruled against her in
both cases.

In 2017, she represented an abortion facility
in challenging a 24-hour waiting period
added to Florida’s abortion consent law in
2015. The Florida Supreme Court ruled in
her favor, upholding an injunction blocking
the waiting period.

What is the SPLC and when did Abudu join
it? The SPLC is a left-leaning activist group
and pro-bono litigation outfit notorious for
its “hate group” accusations against
mainstream conservative and Christian
organizations.

As I explain in my book “Making Hate Pay:
The Corruption of the Southern Poverty Law
Center,” the SPLC took the program it used
to bankrupt organizations associated with the
Ku Klux Klan and weaponized it against
conservative groups, partially in order to
scare donors into ponying up cash and
partially to silence its ideological opponents.

After the SPLC fired its co-founder amid a
racial discrimination and sexual harassment
scandal in 2019, a former staffer claimed
that the SPLC’s accusations of “hate” are a
“cynical fundraising scam” aimed at
“bilking northern liberals.” Critics across

https://www.dailysignal.com/2023/02/01/5-things-know-nancy-abudu-leftist-splc-lawyer-biden-tapped-11th-circuit/?utm_source=TDS_
https://www.dailysignal.com/2023/02/01/5-things-know-nancy-abudu-leftist-splc-lawyer-biden-tapped-11th-circuit/?utm_source=TDS_
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the political spectrum have voiced opposition
and alarm at the “hate group” smears.

Abudu joined the SPLC in February 2019,
amid the scandal leading to the SPLC co-
founder’s firing.

Extreme statements on voting rights: Abudu
has made extreme statements concerning
voting rights, which might endanger her
confirmation. After the death of George
Floyd in June 2020, Abudu compared felons’
loss of voting rights to the system of race-
based chattel slavery.

“Our current criminal justice system is one
of the most inhumane examples of how racial
discrimination operates and can ruin
people’s lives forever,” she wrote on the
SPLC website, claiming that America’s
society is “separate and unequal” from
“neighborhoods, schools, jobs and—perhaps
most horrifying—in our prisons and jails.”

“When you add laws that prohibit people
with a criminal conviction from voting, it’s
practically the same system as during
slavery—Black people who have lost their
freedom and cannot vote,” Abudu argued.

Abudu called on Congress to pass HR 4, the
John Lewis Voting Rights Act, which would
give Justice Department bureaucrats the
power to veto changes in state election laws.
In August 2021, she noted that “as HR 4
moves to the Senate, some senators have
already committed to doing everything in
their power to oppose the bill—up to and
including leveraging a legislative tool [the
filibuster] popular with pro-Jim Crow
senators of the past—to prevent its passage
and to further erode the fundamental right to
vote.”

“To protect the future of American
democracy, the Senate may need to make the
body majority-rule by abolishing the
filibuster. So be it,” she added.

While pro-Jim Crow legislators did indeed
use the filibuster to block legislation they
opposed, Democrats used the same rule to
block the police reform bill proposed by Sen.
Tim Scott, R-S.C., when Republicans held the
Senate majority in 2020.

Soros Equality Fellows On LinkedIn, Abudu
“liked” a post celebrating the 2021 Soros
Equality Fellows. According to the Open
Society Foundations website, the fellowship
“seeks to support emerging midcareer
professionals whom we believe will become
long-term innovative leaders impacting
racial justice.” Liberal billionaire [the top
globalist financier] George Soros, the
fellowship’s namesake and the founder of the
Open Society Foundations, has faced hefty
criticism for his funding of radical liberal
organizations and causes.

The Issue of Reverse Discrimination.
With the extreme bias of Critical Race Theory
being taught in schools and universities in
America, we are starting to see reverse
discrimination growing after years of modest
decline. In past decades, the Supreme Court has
not approved of formal racial quotas at
universities and corporations in giving minorities
preference in placement and hiring. But over
time those prohibitions have been eroded by
stealth, through unwritten policies which do
exactly that—give hiring and placement
preference to women and minorities in university
programs, school hiring of teachers and
administrators, corporate jobs and even military
recruiting.
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If enough radical judges get confirmed to the
appellate courts or even the Supreme Court it is
inevitable that laws actually demanding outright
discrimination against Whites will be upheld,
using the excuse of past centuries of slavery. It
has already happened in South Africa where
new laws have been enacted by the Black
majority in government that demand that Blacks
be given absolute preference over Whites in
hiring if they can be considered “qualified.”

The result has been a new rise in homelessness
among whites in South Africa and the growth of
“shanty towns” where whites who can’t get hired
in any paying job in their field become the newly
impoverish. Here’s a short video of an aid
worker in South Africa documenting a new
shanty town and interviewing its White
inhabitants. Could that happen here? It’s hard to
imagine, but the radical Left would love nothing
more in its warped view of “social justice.”

A Wave of New Gun Control Proposals
As more and more state legislatures and
governorships come under Democrat or RINO
Republican leadership, a new wave of gun
control legislation will follow: assault weapon
bans, magazine size limits, gun registration
edicts, and red flag laws. All of these proposals
are working through all blue state legislatures
and even some marginal red states. Some have
already passed.

Illinois, for example, passed a gun registration
law and an assault weapons ban, and has run
headlong into a rebellion of some of the county
sheriffs who are refusing to enforce the new
laws. Washington (state) Gun Law president
William Kirk presents a 10 minute overview of
the various positions state Sheriffs Associations
are taking encouraging their member sheriffs to
not enforce laws that violate any of the
enumerated rights under the US Constitution
including the 2nd Amendment right to bear arms.

At the 5 minute mark Kirk cites the Arkansas
Sheriffs Association and their stand against the
new ATF pistol brace rulings. The Sheriffs in
that state have the backing of new laws passed by
the Arkansas legislature specifically prohibiting
any enforcement in Arkansas of any federal law
that violates any part of the bill of rights. He
shows a screenshot of the law, and it is
impressive—something we should encourage all
of our conservative state legislatures to consider.

This kind of legislative legal backing at the state
level is very important because sheriffs who defy
improper federal laws are often put under great
pressure to back down by mainstream county
commissioners and state AG officials unless
there is such a law backing their actions.

THE DARK SIDE OF THE NRA
As part of my coverage of the growing gun
control issue, I want to alert my readers to the
problems at the National Rifle Association,
which has made some very big compromises
with the gun-control lobby for decades now.
Much of that is due to one person: Wayne
LaPierre, the corrupt CEO who has been
spending NRA money lavishly on himself and
his cronies. Ammoland had this cutting
commentary:

The NRA is spending on the legal battles to
defend the Association and LaPierre against
charges of corruption, cronyism, and self-
dealing on the part of LaPierre and other
executives. These are not new problems, but
they have stacked up in recent years, now
placing the Association on the verge of
bankruptcy, actual bankruptcy, not the fake
one Wayne & Co. tried using to escape NY
state. As well as pending severe sanctions
from a New York court.

https://rense.com/general97/sa-horror.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYn_ULZfF08
https://www.ammoland.com/2023/01/nra-elections-2023-lapierre-wins-nra-members-lose/#axzz7rngy2Wu2
https://www.ammoland.com/2023/01/nra-elections-2023-lapierre-wins-nra-members-lose/#axzz7rngy2Wu2
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Yet, in the midst of all of this, the NRA Board
of Directors has reelected Wayne LaPierre
as Executive Vice President and CEO every
year, with almost no opposition!

I see no hope of reversing this situation. The
New York suit is supposed to go to trial by
this summer, and there is little doubt that the
Association and LaPierre will lose soundly.
The only question is what that loss will
actually mean to the Association and its
members. The legal geniuses at NRA recently
demanded a jury trial – in a Manhattan court
– with a jury comprised of residents of New
York City… [What] are they thinking?

Looking at the downward trends in NRA
membership and their finances, there’s a
good chance the Association will again file
for bankruptcy protection before the lawsuit
gets to trial...Unfortunately for NRA
Members, there’s little we can do besides
watch the slow-motion train wreck and hope
that there will be enough pieces left to pick
up. I sincerely wish I could offer a more
optimistic view and suggestions for avoiding
the crash, but I’m afraid it’s just too far
gone.

Actually, the NRA has been compromised for
decades, as Felix Bronstein wrote about the
history of the NRA, clear back in 2013: “Whose
Side Is the NRA Really On?”

The NRA was founded in 1871 by Union
veterans to “promote and encourage rifle
shooting on a scientific basis” as a result of
the poor marksmanship of the North during
the War. The NRA’s long recorded history of
promoting gun control appears to have
begun with its helping to draft and promote
the Uniform Firearms Act of 1930, which
was adopted by 9 states. Interestingly, this

NRA law was successfully challenged in
courts as being unconstitutional.

The NRA also supported one of the very first
and most important federal gun control
measures, the National Firearms Act of 1934.
NRA continued its support for gun control by
supporting the Federal Firearms Act of 1938.
(I am using the term “gun control” as
shorthand for any measures, including
legislation that would control the people by
infringing upon their individual rights to
keep and bear arms.)

The NRA’s support for more and more gun
control continued in spite of the opposition
by many of its members. That opposition
resulted in a major change of leadership in
1977, with the NRA becoming a powerful
advocate of the right to keep and bear arms.
While the NRA has retained that image ever
since, by the mid-1980s, the NRA by and
large became what it remains to this today —
ostensibly a gun rights champion while in
practice … Well, I’ll just let the NRA tell you
themselves:

“The National Rifle Association has been in
support of workable, enforceable gun control
legislation since its very inception in 1871.”
“The truth is, NRA supports many gun laws,
including federal and state laws … . NRA has
also assisted in writing [both federal and
state] gun laws ….”

Some of the ways the NRA promotes gun
control include the drafting, supporting
and/or silence with respect to new gun
control, supporting the continuation and even
expansion of existing gun control,
introduction or support of slightly less
onerous alternatives to new gun control,
allowing or even supporting gun control
amendments to otherwise pro-gun rights

https://www.alipac.us/f19/whose-side-nra-really-274442/
https://www.alipac.us/f19/whose-side-nra-really-274442/
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legislation and other quid pro quo tactics,
supporting pro- gun control candidates, and
supporting other measures that expand the
reach and powers of the Federal government.

These “compromises” continue to this very
day. Not only is the NRA supporting a vast
expansion of the Federal government’s role
with respect to education and local law
enforcement, it continues to support gun
control while also flip-flopping.

In 1999, the NRA publicly and explicitly
endorsed a number of “reasonable
restrictions on gun ownership,” including the
federal Gun-Free School Zones Act. What
makes this particularly interesting is that the
1999 NRA endorsement of the Act came only
4 years after the Supreme Court overturned
the original Gun-Free School Zones Act of
1990 (à la NRA’s drafting of and support for
the Uniform Firearms Act of 1930 which was
also struck down by the courts). (Congress,
under Trent Lott and Newt Gingrich, passed
the current version of the Gun-Free School
Zones Act as requested by Clinton/Reno in an
end run around the Supreme Court decision.)
Moreover, the NRA is currently endorsing the
expansion of gun control by the Federal
government.

If you support any single anti-gun control lobby,
I recommend Gun Owners of America—they are
a true no-compromise gun lobby in Washington.

THE COVID MANDATE BATTLE IS NOT
YET OVER
The fight against the lab created disease has been
won for the most part by the rise in natural
immunity, but the battle continues on two fronts:

1) The continuing death and damage rate of those
who took the Covid 19 vaccine and its boosters,
which is causing about a 20% increase in the

overall death rate of people due to a damaged
immune system. There is also new evidence that
“immune exhaustion occurs after the 3rd vaccine
dose,” (the booster shot).

2) The refusal of government to give up its
declared emergency powers that were expanded
during the unnecessary pandemic, and used to
pay millions in government bribes to hospitals to
go along with the evil protocols like Remdesivir
and ventilators that the CDC still demands.

There were 2 Covid bills introduced by the
Republicans that made it through the House:

H.R. 497 - Freedom for Health Care Workers
Act, which attempts to undo the vaccine
mandates for healthcare workers in facilities
receiving federal funding (which is almost all
medical facilities, because this includes any
hospital dealing with Medicare and Medicaid
repayments). It passed this week in a 227–203
vote, including 7 Democrats supporting the
measure.

H.R. 382 - “The Pandemic is Over” Act, by Rep.
Brett Guthrie. As the Epoch Times wrote,

The House passed the bill in a party-line 220
to 210 vote. The bill would end the declared
public health emergency over the COVID-19
pandemic. Rep. Brett Guthrie (R-Ky.)
proposed ending the emergency declaration,
putting pressure on the Biden administration
to rescind the measure. After Republicans
announced their intention to consider the bill,
Biden announced that he would end the
public health emergency, but said he would
wait until May to do so.

Biden will certainly veto the first (HR 497) if it
makes it through the Senate. I have mixed
feelings about another bill the GOP passed: “The
Show Up” Act, which forces federal workers

https://www.gunowners.org/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/immune-exhaustion-emerges-after-3rd-vaccine-dose-current-findings_5007886.html?utm_source=
https://www.ntd.com/house-republicans-pass-bill-ending-health-care-worker-vaccine-mandate_898398.html
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back into the office for work. The pandemic
allowed many to work from home, which I think
is a healthy trend as long as people do their work
properly.

The Hidden Side of the Pentagon Dropping its
Vaccine Mandate: A subscriber wrote to me
about the negative policies of the military that
still penalizes those who refused the vaccine:

The subtext to the cessation of the military
vaccine mandate is that any who still refuse it
are essentially non-promotable given that
they can't go to schools or maneuvers in
other states or areas nor deploy. So while
they aren't required to get it, they're
essentially being forced out if they don't. This
extends even to the national guard. I've
verified this with a guardsman who refused
the vaccine but can't go to schools nor
maneuvers in other states.

While this is bad for the military, I hope it drives
more good people out of the military so they
won’t be at risk when our government lets a pre-
emptive nuclear strike from Russia and China
fall on our military bases in order to drive
Americans into a militarized global government
“for protection.”

Minnesota Medical Gestapo is Coming After
Dr. Scott Jensen: State senator Dr. Scott Jensen
was one of the first doctors to blow the whistle
on the CDC’s secret policy to label any death
during the pandemic as a Covid death even if it
was a car accident. He tried to run for governor
but the establishment derailed that move, and
now the state Medical Board is trying to take
away his medical license. He tweeted:

They are NOW using Keith Ellison and the
Attorney General’s Office to take away my
Medical License – If this can happen to me it
can happen to you!

Pilots are dying at Southwest Airlines at Over
Six Times the Normal Rate: Compared to
before the COVID vaccines were required, the
number of pilot deaths has jumped up according
to Steve Kirsch, who is offering to pay people’s
expenses to mount a protest with the FAA:

I thought the vaccines were supposed to
reduce death not increase it! I just asked the
FAA for their comment on this. [They
refused.] The FAA wants a war, so I’m going
to give them one. I’m not going to let the FAA
get away with ignoring all the deaths and
disabilities.

Novak Djokovic Makes History Winning
Australian Open—as Bill Gates Looks On:
This is a huge victory for an athlete who gave up
his chance to win another grand slam in order to
preserve his health. He refused the vaccine, was
kept out of the Australian and US Opens, and
then comes back and wins it all. Children’s
Health Defense has the whole story, including
Bill Gates’ embarrassing admissions about the
Vaccine’s ineffectiveness:

One year after he was deported for refusing
the COVID-19 vaccine — precluding him
from playing in the 2022 Australian Open —
tennis star Novak Djokovic on Sunday made
history when he returned to Australia to win
his 10th Australian Open and 22nd Grand
Slam title.

With Bill Gates in attendance, Djokovic
defeated Greece’s Stefanos Tsitsipas,
becoming only the second player to win a
men’s Grand Slam competition 10 or more
times. He also tied the record, held by Rafael
Nadal, for Grand Slam wins.

Throughout 2022, Djokovic said he was
willing to forego other Grand Slam
tournaments, such as Wimbledon and the

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/minnesota-gestapo-is-coming-after-dr-scott-jensen/
https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/minnesota-gestapo-is-coming-after-dr-scott-jensen/
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/pilots-are-dying-at-southwest-airlines
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/pilots-are-dying-at-southwest-airlines
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/novak-djokovic-australian-open-bill-gates/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/novak-djokovic-australian-open-bill-gates/
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French Open, rather than get vaccinated for
COVID-19.

Djokovic, an outspoken proponent of bodily
autonomy, was willing to risk his career to
remain unvaccinated. Djokovic, known for
his success on the tennis court, gained even
wider fame for his outspoken stance against
mandatory COVID-19 vaccination and for
bodily autonomy.

In a February 2022 interview, a BBC
reporter asked Djokovic if he was “prepared
to forgo the chance to be the greatest player
that ever picked up a racket, statistically,
because you feel so strongly about the jab?”
“Yes, I do,” Djokovic responded. When
prodded about why he felt that way, Djokovic
stated, “Because the principles of decision-
making on my body are more important than
any title.”

But Gates — one of the world’s foremost
proponents of the COVID-19 vaccine — did
attend, however, watching the semifinal and
the final matches of the men’s tournament.

Gates was in Australia to speak to the
country’s Lowy Institute. His remarks raised
some eyebrows, when he appeared to be
critical of the same COVID-19 vaccines he
previously and enthusiastically promoted —
and heavily invested in.

Bill Gates just admitted mRNA jabs don’t
stop infection, don’t block transmission,
don’t block mutants, don’t last, don’t work at
all — after he sold stock in his vaccine
ventures.

Federal Judge Issues Preliminary Injunction
Blocking Physician Gag Order:
Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, MD is incensed that
California is trying to stop doctors from speaking

out against harmful hospital Covid 19 protocols
and the dangers of the vaccine, all in the name of
“misinformation.” In his story about the
injunction he writes on Twitter,

Some good news from our Hoag v. Newsom
case, which challenges the "medical
misinformation" Bill (CA AB 2098), which
we allege is unconstitutional. (Fox News:)

A California judge issued a preliminary
injunction against a state law that empowers
the Medical Board of California to discipline
physicians who support opinions about
COVID-19 that are not in line with the
"consensus," according to reports.

The law, known as Assembly Bill 2098, was
set to take effect on Jan. 1, 2023. Under the
law, the Medical Board of California and the
Osteopathic Medical Board of California
could discipline physicians who
"disseminate" information about COVID that
is not in line with the "contemporary
scientific consensus."

But in November, a group of five California
physicians filed a lawsuit against California
Gov. Gavin Newsom’s administration, saying
the law violates their First Amendment rights
and constitutional right to due process.

But the doctors say, "In safeguarding
Americans’ rights to free speech and
expression, the First Amendment applies not
only to expression of majority opinions, but
to minority views as well," the complaint
said. Doctors also argue that "contemporary
scientific consensus" is "undefined in the law
and undefinable as a matter of logic."

https://twitter.com/akheriaty/status/1618418625190465540
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BIDEN’S LIES ALMOST AS BAD AS
GEORGE SANTOS’
Much has been made of the lies NY
Representative George Santos made up about
himself, which I covered last week. They are
egregious and almost everyone in the
establishment is calling for him to resign or be
thrown out of Congress. Ann Coulter talks about
another big politician in Washington that has
been caught in his own lies—the Liar in Chief:

In a space of three days last fall, President
Joe Biden claimed to be Puerto Rican,
practice Judaism, and to have lost his house
in a natural disaster.

Celebrating the Jewish New Year at the
White House on Sept. 30, he told Jewish
leaders, “I probably went to shul more than
many of you did. You all think I’m kidding.”
No, he said, “I’d go to services on Saturday
and on Sunday,” adding, “You all think I’m
kidding. I’m not.”

Visiting hurricane-ravaged Puerto Rico the
following week, he said, “I was sort of raised
in the Puerto Rican community at home.”

Days later, speaking to Floridians who’d lost
everything to Hurricane Ian, Biden talked
about a catastrophic fire that nearly
destroyed his house after lightning struck.
“We didn’t lose our whole home,” he said,
“but an awful lot of it.” He’d mentioned this
blaze before, claiming that he “had a house
burn down with my wife in it.” Fact-checkers
determined he was referring [to] a small
kitchen fire, “under control in 20 minutes,”
according to contemporaneous news reports.

In a video speech to the Tree of Life
Congregation in Pittsburgh three years after
the October 2018 massacre there, Biden said,
“I remember spending time at the … Tree of

Life Synagogue.” The synagogue said he had
never visited.

Just before the 2020 South Carolina primary,
Biden claimed—as he has many, many, many
times—“I had the great honor of being
arrested … on the streets of Soweto trying to
get to see [Nelson] Mandela.” So significant
was this incident, Biden said, that when
Mandela came to Washington, he “threw his
arms around me and said, ‘I want to say
thank you. … You got arrested trying to see
me.’” Biden was never arrested in South
Africa for trying to see Mandela. There’s no
evidence the hug ever happened, either.

Campaigning in New Hampshire, he told a
gripping story about flying to Afghanistan as
vice president to pin a Silver Star on a Navy
captain who’d rappelled down a ravine to
retrieve his fallen compatriot, but who didn’t
want a medal because the guy had died.
“This is the God’s truth,” he said. “My word
as a Biden.”

However, it was President Barack Obama
who’d honored an Army specialist for
retrieving a soldier from a ravine—and he
presented him with a Presidential Medal of
Honor, not a Silver Star, in a White House
ceremony, not in Afghanistan. As the
Washington Post put it, “In the space of three
minutes, Biden got the time period, the
location, the heroic act, the type of medal, the
military branch and the rank of the recipient
wrong, as well as his own role in the
ceremony.”

In a primary debate, he said: “I come out of
a Black community” and had “more people
supporting me in the Black community” than
his rivals. Kamala Harris: “No, that’s not
true.” Cory Booker: “That’s not true.”

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/01/26/ann-coulter-george-santos-embraces-storytelling/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/01/26/ann-coulter-george-santos-embraces-storytelling/
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In a nationally televised climate town hall on
CNN, Biden said, “I just want to be very
clear to everyone here: I am committed to not
raising money from fossil fuel executives, and
I am not doing that.” The next day, Biden
attended a high-dollar fundraiser held by the
co-founder of a natural gas company.

At a CNN/YouTube Democratic debate in
June 2007, Biden said, “Let’s start telling the
truth,” then revealed that he’d been “shot
at” in Iraq’s Green Zone. Turns out, a
mortar round landed a few hundred yards—
i.e., a few football fields—from a building
Biden was in.

Throughout his life, Biden has alleged that he
“participated in sit-ins to desegregate
restaurants and movie houses,” saying, “and
my stomach turned upon hearing the voices
of Faubus and Barnett, and my soul raged on
seeing the dogs of Bull Connor.” None of this
ever happened, according to his own aides,
as well as the Democratic Party’s Praetorian
Guard at the New York Times.

Most famously, he bragged about being an
award-winning student, leaving college with
three degrees, going to law school on a “full
academic scholarship,” and graduating in
the top half of his class. He graduated
college with one degree and was nearly
expelled from law school for plagiarizing five
straight pages of a published article, coming
in 76th out of a class of 85.

Most bizarrely, Biden stole British Labor
leader Neil Kinnock’s speech—and his
autobiography. Plagiarizing Kinnock nearly
word for word, Biden claimed to have been
“the first in his family ever to go to a
university,” then bemoaned a system that had
excluded his “ancestors, who worked in the
coal mines of Northeast Pennsylvania.”

Biden’s ancestors did not work in coal mines.
They went to college.

The whole point of Kinnock’s speech was to
denounce the British class structure—
something we don’t have.

According to Biden’s actual life story—that
is, the story based on what we know to be
facts—his grandfather was an executive with
the American Oil Co., and his father was to
the manor born.

NEWS SHORTS
Jury Clears Mark Houck of FACE Act
Charges in Rebuke to Justice Department’s
Aggressive Prosecution: Houck was doing
sidewalk counseling outside the facility at the
time (2021) when a pro-abortion activist started
harassing his 12 year old son. The man refused to
desist from verbally berating his son, so Houck
pushed him away.

After local authorities declined to press charges,
the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) stepped in,
dispatching a team of FBI agents to arrest Houck
at gunpoint in front of his terrified wife and
children, charging him with violation of the
FACE Act, which was written to prosecute
violence against pro-life pregnancy facilities, but
instead, has been used almost exclusively against
peaceful pro-life activists just for being nearby
abortion centers and available for counseling
about alternatives to abortion.

Houck was charged with two counts of
violating the act and faced 11 years in
federal prison if convicted. After a brief
deliberation, the jury found Houck not guilty
on both counts.

U.S. District Judge Gerald Pappert himself
raised the possibility that the case should
never have been brought to trial, asking the
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prosecution Thursday whether the federal
FACE Act didn’t “seem to be stretched a
little thin here.” [North Carolina Register]

Utah Enacts Law Banning Gender Transition
Procedures: But in fact, it’s not really a ban at
all, and probably won’t be. There are huge
loopholes, as the Washington Stand reports.

The bill only imposed a “moratorium” on
“hormonal transgender treatment to a
patient who: (a) is a minor … and (b) is not
diagnosed with gender dysphoria before the
effective date of this bill.” But the
moratorium will only last until the state
Department of Health and Human Services
conducts a “systematic medical evidence
review,” the purpose of which “is to provide
the Legislature with recommendations to
consider when deciding whether to lift the
moratorium.”

Once the evidence review concludes, the
legislature will be free to replace the
moratorium with the Health Department’s
recommendation — which will likely permit
gender transition procedures on minors. The
study will likely reach a pro-transition
procedure conclusion because the Utah
Health Department will conduct it “in
consultation with” three state licensing
agencies, the University of Utah, and a Utah
hospital system. —all of which are in favor of
these transgender procedures.

British Army Weak and Declining A senior
Conservative backbencher decried the British
Army's “dire state” as 10,000 troops are cut and
equipment is obsolete – a “damning verdict,” he
said. [UK Express] But the real reason for this
decline is that the UK is secretly pouring
millions of pounds into the development of the
new EU Army, as part of the still secret
compromises the Conservative Party made in the

Brexit deal. The globalist Tories want their own
forces to be weak, so when war comes with
Russia and china, they can easily talk the Brits
into getting back into a militarized global
government.

Woke Lawyers Going after Masterpiece Cake
shop Again. Even after winning his case in the
Supreme Court (but only because the court
viewed the Colorado Civil Rights Commission as
hostile to religion) the woke Left lost no time in
presenting owner Jack Phillips with another test
case, this time with a request to bake a special
cake for a transgender.

He refused, but this time the Colorado Court of
Appeals ruled that Phillips’ refusal to bake a
cake celebrating the gender transition of Autumn
Scardina did not constitute free speech. They
asserted that he broke the law by refusing to
serve someone on the basis of sexual orientation,
because the appearance of the pink cake with
blue frosting was “not inherently expressive and
any message or symbolism of transgenderism”
and thus he had to be guilty of discrimination.
[Breitbart]

If Phillips once again takes his appeal back to the
Supreme Court, we may finally get a ruling on
whether or not the right to discriminate privately
also holds for one’s business. Since the Civil
Rights Act was enacted in the 1980s, the courts
have improperly held that once a business is
open to the public, the owners lose their private
property rights to choose their clients. This needs
to be overturned.

The Big Problem with Blood Donations: Not
only does the Red Cross not screen for
vaccination status when they ask people to give
blood, they also don’t screen for HIV which is
prominent in homosexuals. And now the US
government wants to ease what restrictions there
were against homosexuals giving blood.

https://www.ncregister.com/cna/breaking-mark-houck-cleared-of-face-act-charges-in-rebuke-to-justice-department-s-aggressive-pro
https://washingtonstand.com/commentary/utah-enacts-bill-pseudobanning-gender-transition-procedures-on-minors
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1727945/british-army-tier-two-ben-wallace-rishi-sunak-ukraine-russia-defence-tanks?utm_sou
https://www.breitbart.com/law-and-order/2023/01/27/masterpiece-cakeshop-loses-appeal-for-refusing-to-bake-transgender-cake/
https://www.ksl.com/article/50566737/fda-moves-to-ease-rules-for-blood-donations-from-gay-men
https://www.ksl.com/article/50566737/fda-moves-to-ease-rules-for-blood-donations-from-gay-men
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The Food and Drug Administration on
Friday announced draft guidelines that
would do away with the current three-month
abstinence requirement for donations from
men who have sex with men. Instead, all
potential donors would be screened with a
new questionnaire that evaluates their
individual risks for HIV based on sexual
behavior, recent partners and other factors.

If finalized, many gay and bisexual men in
monogamous relationships would be able to
donate blood for the first time in decades. It's
the latest move by the FDA to broaden donor
eligibility, with the potential to boost
donations.

Part of the move to loosen restrictions is driven
by the Red Cross seeing a dramatic decline in
blood donations, which I believe is because
people are rightly concerned about picking up the
spike protein generated by the blood of those
who took the Covid 19 mRNA vaccine.

Air Force General Predicts US Will be at War
with China Within Two Years. The Air Force
Times reported that, “Gen. Mike Minihan, who
as head of Air Mobility Command oversees the
U.S. Air Force’s cargo and tanker fleet, urged
airmen to be prepared for a potential war with
China that may be two years away.”

Minihan assumes that war will break out between
the US and China when the latter attacks Taiwan.
In the leaked memo, the general didn’t provide
us any further information on the subject,
mentioning only “his gut feeling.”

While this isn’t bad advice, given the China
threat, Minihan appears to be using this for
dramatic value in this memo to his command as
he drives them to higher goals with his
flamboyant rhetoric. His prediction got him in

trouble with the Air Force brass who had to
repudiate his memo as not representing the US
position.

This isn’t the first controversial issue Gen.
Minihan has been involved in. He has a
reputation of grandstanding in his public
remarks, as detailed in this interesting
commentary by Ward Carroll in his military
Youtube channel. Carroll talks about the
Pentagon spokesman coming out distancing
himself from Minihan’s remarks and portraying
China not as an enemy but a “pacing
competitor.” But, in another of Corroll’s
Youtube interviews with military expert Blake
Herzinger he debunks that Pentagon notion with
the fact that the US isn’t keeping pace with
China’s militarization at all, but falling quickly
behind, especially in naval shipbuilding.

D.C. Court Dismisses Jan. 6 Civil Charges
Against Roger Stone: Judge Amit P. Mehta
dismissed all charges against Stone in a civil suit
filed by 8 members of the US Capitol Police
blaming him for inciting the events of Jan. 6th. In
reality, Stone gave a speech denouncing violence
at a Washington D.C. rally on Jan. 5, 2022, one
day before the infamous events took place in and
around the U.S. Capitol.

Hunter Biden FINALLY Admits Ownership
of Infamous Laptop: All the media’s excuses
about Hunter Biden’s embarrassing laptop being
a fake have finally been put to rest as Hunter
admitted what everyone already knew—that it
was his laptop all along, including all the
damaging porn photos and evidence of China
collusion inside. But his lawyers are now
demanding prosecutors investigate Trump allies
Steve Bannon and Rudy Giuliani for peddling his
“private information” on the hard drive to media.
How can they overlook that the laptop was
abandoned and came into the public domain due
to Biden’s negligence? He has no case.

https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2023/02/01/this-air-force-general-is-rallying-his-troops-for-war-with-china/
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2023/02/01/this-air-force-general-is-rallying-his-troops-for-war-with-china/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqJxhqC21tY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqJxhqC21tY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTDeKtcB_Gc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTDeKtcB_Gc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11703691/Hunter-Bidens-lawyer-asks-DOJ-probe-Trumps-allies-distributing-laptop.html
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But wait–today, Biden’s attorneys came out in a
major flip-flop and denied it was Biden’s laptop!
This is getting bizarre.

The US House Ousts Ilhan Omar from
Foreign Affairs Committee: She was not
removed for being a radical Leftist but for her
past derogatory remarks about Jewish people and
her anti-Israel posture. Israel is sacrosanct in US
political circles despite the Israeli Mossad’s links
with the US Deep State.

PREPAREDNESS TIP: CHAPARRAL by
Andrew Skousen
Chaparral is a scrubby bush native to the desert
southwest and is especially prevalent at lower
altitudes but it can survive up to zone 8. It
protects itself from over-browsing by animals
with a bitter, aromatic sap over its leaves and
stems that produces a strong smell during the
rare rains in the arid West and leading to its
common name, Creosote Bush. This sap lends
some especially valuable and potent herbal
properties to this bush, which is ready for use all
year long.

Chaparral was prized by native American Indian
tribes who used it almost as a cure-all including
for snake and other venomous bites and present-
day herbalists like Dr. John Christopher and
Lalitha Thomas both recommend it highly. In
fact, chaparral is one of Lalitha’s 10 Essential
Herbs in her book of the same title, and this book
has the most complete description of Chaparral
uses and applications including as a blood and
lymph cleanser, anti-inflammatory and tonic,
antiseptic, antibiotic, and antifungal both
internally and externally. Most impressively it is
one of the few herbs considered helpful against
cancer and arthritis.

Like all potent herbs, chaparral comes with a
caution. The bitter sap in the leaves is the plant’s

self-defense mechanism to ward off hungry
animals in the desert, so it makes sense that we
too would find discomfort if we consume too
much. Fortunately, its strong bitter taste naturally
inhibits overuse unless we swallow too much
powdered herb in capsule form. A few decades
ago the herb antagonists at the FDA issued a
warning against Chaparral because of five
patients with hepatitis who had liver failure. No
direct cause was proven between the failure and
the Chaparral they were taking in capsule or
tablet form. Many notable herbalists came to the
defense of this herb, including for its value in
cleansing organs, but it still needs to be taken
carefully and in the right doses.

Lalitha almost always just recommends taking it
internally as a mild tea prepared with only 1 tsp.
dried or 2 oz. fresh Chaparral herb per cup of hot
(but not boiling) water. This tea can be consumed
in as little as 15 minutes but is best if you let it
steep for 8 hours. Drink 1/4 to 1/2 cup every
three hours. She recommends making tea three
times from the same batch of herbs because you
get slightly different medicinal qualities from
each batch. To rejuvenate your immune system
she recommends making and drinking one cup of
tea each day for 21 days to cleanse toxins,
parasites and lingering pathogens that often lie
dormant in our systems like viruses, molds,
fungus and excessive yeast which can drag down
our immune system and leave it chronically
depressed and open to every cold and flu that
goes around.

This tea is equally good for humans as well as
animals. We recently had a lamb nearly die that
was just getting weaker and weaker during the
extreme cold this winter, but regained its vigor
after just three days of Chaparral tea added to its
water.

Chaparral is valuable for external use if you
make a stronger tea with 1 Tablespoon dry herb

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/02/hunter-bidens-attorney-today-says-not-say-laptop-hunters/
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/10-essential-herbs_lalitha-thomas/672435/item/10371997/#edition=7001694&idiq=10371997
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/10-essential-herbs_lalitha-thomas/672435/item/10371997/#edition=7001694&idiq=10371997
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per cup of hot (not boiling) water, steeped all
night. Yeast infections like athletes foot, toenail
fungus, and urinary tract infections may be
reduced by drinking the mild tea internally and
externally applying or soaking the affected area
with strong tea. For dandruff and other scalp
issues it is advised to rinse hair with the strong
tea, letting it dry in place, and rinsing off the next
day. Dried chaparral powder can be sprinkled
over wounds or abscesses to disinfect and draw
out the infection. It can also be made into a salve
to help with bruises and clear up skin conditions
like psoriasis.

For internal use to fight infectious diseases,
Chaparral is often paired with equal parts fresh
garlic and 1/4 part cayenne. This combination
also helps rid the body of parasites and cleanse
the liver. The kidneys can benefit from a mild tea
made from 2 parts Chaparral to 1 part Comfrey
root or Slippery Elm. This combination also
works as a nasal rinse for sinus infection. For
combating cancer and tumors, she suggests
starting with the 21-day cleanse above and then
adding some powdered herbs in capsules as
described in her book. There are many other
possible benefits from this and the other 10 herbs
in her book.

Although only native to the Southwest, Chaparral
is so prevalent from the southwest (parts of
southern UT, NV., AZ, NM, CA, etc.) that it can
be harvested during periodic visits to these native
areas. In these warmer climates it always has its
medicinal leaves so it can be harvested any time
of the year. The dried herb or tincture is easy to
find online and you can get seeds if you want to
grow it indoors or in climate zones 8-11 (it
prefers well-drained soil and limited moisture).

Chaparral is a surprisingly useful herb in a wide
range of applications from sickness to internal
and external skin and organ issues. Although its
taste is extremely bitter to begin with, if

combined with other herbs, or added to your
favorite herbal tea, it can grow on you and
become a valuable tonic for a wide range of
health benefits. [END]

https://www.reevismountain.org/product-page/dried-chaparral-herb-16-oz
https://www.reevismountain.org/product-page/chaparral-tincture-2-oz
https://strictlymedicinalseeds.com/product/chaparral-larrea-tridentata-packet-of-50-seeds/

